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Roughly speaking, this study is

Compressible MHD version 
of “Morinishi scheme”

in addition to

(1)the proposal of consistent form of diffusion flux,

(2)the error analysis from time integration, and

(3)the error analysis from hyperbolic divB cleaning.



What is “Morinishi scheme”?



What is “Morinishi scheme”?

the skew-symmetric form of convection term

leads to strict conservation of kinetic energy
Strictly speaking, there are many studies before on this topic.

They mathematically reformulated the characteristic of this scheme and proposed new variants.

In the finite difference scheme of imcompressible HD,



Derivative v.s. Difference (on product rule)

The derivative operator satisfies the product rule:

But the difference operator does NOT satisfy the rule:

≠



Product rule and kinetic energy eq.
The product rule is used when deriving  
the kinetic energy eq. from the eqs. of motion

⇒

⇒
Multiplying �  on the convection term, we get conservative form:v1

If difference operator satisfies product rule 
�  kinetic energy is conserved⇒



Product rule of finite difference operator

Actually, there is a finite difference version of product rule:

�  at �UV j + 1/2 �  at �UV j −1/2

Product rule of derivative operator:



Example: linear scalar advection equation

Linear scalar advection equation (� const.) conserves � :a = U2/2

Naive central difference discretization satisfies the property:

⇒

⇒



Example: linear scalar advection equation

Naive central difference discretization satisfies the property:

This scheme conserves the volume integral of � :U2
j /2
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�  for closed system  
　　(e.g., periodic b.c.)
= 0



Various formula of difference operator
Morinishi et al. (1998) arranged various formulas:

Difference

Interpolation

Product interp.

⇒

We can conserves variables that is not explicitly solved.

Product rule



Variants of “Morinishi scheme”

● Many applications of “Morinishi scheme” (or energy-
consistent scheme, secondary conservative scheme, etc.)


● Compressible HD: 
Feiereisen et al. (1981), Blaisdell et al. (1996)


● Incompressible MHD:  
Ni et_al (2007), Ni & Li (2012)


● Kinetic Plasma: 
Idomura et al. (2008), Shiroto et al. (2019)


● Compressible MHD �  This study⇒



Pros and cons of proposed scheme

●Pros

Easy to implement 
Very robust (depends on diffusion) 
Easy to analyze and interpret 
●Cons

No guarantee of monotonicity 
(depends on the choice of artificial diffusion scheme)



Proposed scheme
Use 2nd-order central difference operators in the derivatives below:

Time integration: 3rd-order SSP Runge-Kutta method

Artificial Diffusion: Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel scheme

divB control: Hyperbolic divergence cleaning (Dedner, 2002)

Eq. of 
internal 
energy



Consistency of magnetic and kinetic energies

MHD eqs. satisfy three energy equations:
Work rate

div. of E-flux

Proposed scheme can  
satisfy the three eqs.  
in the spatial 
discretization level.



Viscous/resistive dissipations and energy eqs.

Artificial diffusion can also satisfy the energy consistency:

from artificial diffusion



Brio-Wu shock tube problem
# of grids: 200

Mass density

Gas pressure

Viscous 
heating

Joule 
heating



Brio-Wu | Temporal convergence of total energy



MHD Blast problem
# of grids: 200×200

Ma ∼ 12
β ∼ 2.5 × 10−6

Gas pressure

CD6+WENO5+LLF

→ � 


CD2+JST+Roe

→ �

β ≥ 10−6

β ≥ 10−13



MHD Blast | Evolution of each energy



MHD Blast | Equation of kinetic energy

�  drives dynamics 
(E_int → E_kin)


�  prevents dynamics 
(E_kin → E_mag)


Dissipation in shock 
(E_kin → E_int)

−∇P

J × B



MHD Blast | Equations of three energies



Summary | Energy-consistent MHD scheme

● Energy-consistent compressible MHD scheme

● Pros


Easy to implement (finite difference, artificial diffusion, RK)

Very robust (applicable even when � )

Easy to analyze and interpret (with explicit error term)


● Cons

No guarantee for monotonicity

(although there is a good 2nd-order TVD scheme)


● Other properties (including future work)

Can be extended to the general curvilinear coordinates

May be extended into staggered mesh for zero �  error

β ≤ 10−6

∇ ⋅ B


